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ABSTRACT 
Experimental equipment i s  designed and techniques a r e  
developed which allow relatively thin (h/a 5% 20 to 200) linear an- 
tennas to be studied in effectively infinite, homogeneous, isotropic 
media. The drive point admittance for ten antennas of ph 0. 3 
to 3 . 3  i s  measured in six media for which a/p 5% 0 to 1. Measured 
current and charge distributions a r e  also presented. Special tech- 
niques a r e  developed to more  accurately measure the electrical 
properties of the dissipative media. Finally, drive point junction 
effects a r e  considered. 
:'Lj-der +,- cv  obtain significant cor~pazisons  bet wee^ theclry and 
experiment, i t  was initially decided to devise an experimental situa- 
tion that would approximate an  antenna in an infinite, isotropic, 
I 
I homogeneous, dissipative medium for each value of a/@ in  the study. 
The ratio a/p i s  the plane wave attenuation constant divided by the 
phase constant. 
A saline solution (salt  water) was selected a s  the dissipative 
medium because of i t s  availability. Iizuka [1] used wooden tanks 
for his investigations of antennas in dissipative media, and he found 
some resonances which affected his results,  particularly i n  the l e s s  
dissipative media. To construct sufficiently larger  tanks to contain 
the saline solutions would be prohibitively expensive. 
An obvious alternative i s  to use a natural body of water having 
the desired dissipation and large enough in  extent to approximate a n  
infinite medium. The difficulty with this i s  that for the bodies of 
I 
water readily accessible,  only two cases  of interest  may be studied. 
These a r e  the highest and lowest dissipation cases  (sea water and 
f r e sh  water).  It was finally decided to construct an equipment float 
of sufficient size and buoyancy to accommodate the experimental ap-  
paratus and two researchers  (see Fig. 1). Submerged below and 
attached to this float i s  a large thin walled polyethylene tank. The 
entire apparatus i s  then placed in a deep f resh  water lake. Lake 
Megunticook (near Camden, Maine) was selected because of its depth 
FIG. , - I  EQUIPMENT FLOAT ON LAKE MEGUNTICOOK 
STYROFOAM 10" X 10' 
FIG 2 EPUIPMEWT FLOAT WITH POLYETHYLENE: TANK 
and Low conductivity. At the signal. frequency used in the study, this 
lake% s / p  was 0 .  016. 
The polyethylene tack beneath the equipment float i s  designed 
to minimize reflections and hence perturbations of the measured 
electrical properties of the antennas due to the finite size of the tank. 
As seen in Fig. 2, a polyethylene bag is  suspended beneath the 
equipment float and i s  kept in position by an oak skeletal frame. This 
frame consists of a 5 foot square a t  the bottom with its four corners 
attached to the corners of the equipment float by 1 " x 2 I' oak stock. 
With the polyethylene bag secured to the sides of the float, the saline 
solution i s  confined to the bag while the bag walls a r e  held in place by 
the oak frame. This configuration holds 2500 gal. of solution and has 
a volume of 337 .  5 cu ft. 
The polyethylene bag wall thickness i s  0. 006 inches. Since 
the wavelength in the saline solution was in a l l  cases about 1 meter ,  
this thickness of polyethylene causes virtually no reflection in itself.  
It i s  sufficient then to consider only reflections due to the different 
wave impedances of the salt solutions within the tank and the lake 
water outside the tank. 
The worst case for reflection from the tank walls i s  that of 
normal incidence by a plane wave. Consider the ratio of reflected 
power to forward power a t  the antenna due to reflection from the nearest  
wall, a s  illustrated in Fig. 3.  The reflection coefficient and hence 
this ratio at  a distance B from the wall may be calculated by using 
equations analogous to those far lossy transmission lines 121. 
TABLE 1-1 REFLECTED POWER AT ANTENNA 
+ This case is for seo wafer in o srnoll plywood tank 
surrounded by air. 
Pr, reflected power 
4 
Pf , forward power 5 transmitted power 
FIG. 3 REFLECTION FROM TANK WALL 
The ref lect ion coe f f i c ien t  is 
where 
'i - u2 cosh y R C ql sinh y l l  
- -  
1 
ql ql cosh y l l  + q sinh y R 2 1 I 
The wave impedance 17 = = wPo/(@ - ja) for the medium. The 
complex dielectric constant = ~ ( 1  f jr/(we)). Substituting ( 1  -2) into 
(1 -1) we have 
[(v, + 11,) cash YR + -I- 112) sinh $1 
Then the power ratio 
i s  the quantity ok interest.  Table 1 results from calculation of 
(1-4) using values from the various experimental cases  studied. F rom 
L these values of Ipl  i t  i s  evident that for this design, it i s  quite 
reasonable to assume that the resulting measurements a r e  virtually 
the same a s  those that would be obtained in a n  infinite medium. 
The e f f e c t  o f  re f lect ions  f r o m  the lake floor wits investigated 
experimentally by -measuring the admittance o f  the longest antenna 
(% full wave) with the polyethylene tank removed for v a r j o ~ ~  floor 
depths. It was determined that any depth grea ter  than about 10 feet 
cai ised ao change in the measured ~ & ~ i - l t a n c e .  It -was theii coixcladed 
that reflections for  floor depths grea ter  than 10 feet were negligible. 
All measurements  for the study were then obtained with the equipment 
float over water a t  least  15 feet deep. It should also be noted that 
the float was situated over a pa r t  of the lake floor that sloped quite 
steeply into depths of a t  least 40 feet. This steep angle of descent 
further ensured the absence of perturbing reflections. 
2. Measuring the Electrical Proper t ies  of the Dissipative Medium 
In any experimental investigation of a n  antenna in a dissipative 
medium it i s  vital that the medium be accurately characterized. The 
essential  properties a r e  the conductivity u and the dielectric constant E. 
Since the highest operating frequency used in this study was 28. 01 MHz, 
a method of accurately measuring u and E was devised using what will 
be referred to a s  the Hi-Lo method. The measurement technique 
involves the precision measurement of a coaxial, cylindrical t e s t  cel l  
resistance at  a very low frequency (1 00 KHz) together with a high 
frequency (28 MHz) determination of the propagation constant P on a 
short-circuited transmission-line tes t  cell. F rom these two measure -  
ments, u and € may be determined by solving the appropriate equations. 
In deriving the impedance expression for the low-frequency tes t  
cell  (Fig. 4a, 5a) i t  i s  assumed that fringing fields contribute 
negligibly to  the filled test  cell  low frequency impedance. This is  
reasonable, since the relative dielectric constant o f  the medium in the 
BRASS 
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FIG. 5 DETAIL DRAWINGS OF HI-LO TEST CELLS 

t e s t ce l l  is i r l  all cases about 81. A quasistatic solution is a d e w a t e  
since the operating frewency is 100 KHz,  To derive the impedance 
seen between the inner and outer conductors one may s tar t  with 
Maxwell's equation: 
A 2 
With harmonic time dependence eJwt and J = rE, (2-1) becomes 
Integrating both sides of (2-2) over a cap surface enclosing the inner 
conductor (Fig. 6 ) ,  (2-2) becomes 
pglJ ;. V X B ~ S  = i i . " E ( O -  t jwc)ds . 
cap surface S cap surface 
Now consider another surface S (Fig. 6)  which i s  a c ross  section 
of the inner conductor and bounded by C the circumference of this 
conductor. Integrating both sides of (2-2) over this surface yields 
I 
Is fi . V x ff ds = IS ii . &(cr + jwr) ds 
0 
(2-4) 
Then, through Stoke's theorem the right sides of (2 -3 )  and (2-4) a r e  
equal because both surfaces of integration a r e  bounded by the same 
contour C .  Thus, 
S 5. g ( , + j w e ) d s =  C - E ( w t j w € ) d s  ( 2 - 5 )  cap surface 
The right hand side of (2-5) i s  simply 1, the total current  flowing in 
the inner conductor of which S i s  a. c ross  section, S o ,  
:ONDUCTOR C, CIRCUMFERENCE 
OF TEST \ OF SURFACE S 
\ b. 
THROUGH S 
FIG. 6 CAP SURFACE OF INTEGRATION 
OVER INNER CONDUCTOR OF 
LOW FREQUENCY TEST CELL 
A 
Sicce E is radial. (quasi-static case with fr inging ~ e g l e c t e d )  
I = (cr t j ~ ~ ) 8 2 ~ r E ~  and 
The potential between the inner  and outer  conductor is then 
and the impedance 
Z = V/I = K/(F t jwe) 
where 
K = 1n(a2/a1)/(2r1) . 
Or Z can be wri t ten a s  Z = R t jX with 
Writing cr i n  t e r m s  of e and R, the measured  res i s tance  of the cell ,  
F o r  a l l  media of in te res t  i n  this study, the measured  value of R i s  
relatively low (< 2000Q so  that the t e r m  4 ~ ~ w ' c ~  i s  on the o r d e r  of 
0. 37 o r  l e s s .  Since K = 8.  255 for  the t e s t  ce l l  used, i t  i s  evident that 
a close approximation of cr i s  simply 
U = K / R  . 
Apparently this method of measuring cr i s  ideal  since the  value of E has  
a n  extremely sma l l  effect in  the determinatioc of cr. 
The measuring appa,ra,tus for this approximate conductivity is 
shown in F i g ,  7 with the block diagram in  F i g .  8 .  The construction 
FIG. t 7 0- MEASURING EQUIPMENT 
FIG E BLOC!! DIAGRAM OF APPI?OXIMAIF COiDUCTIV ITY  
MEASURING EQUIPMENT 
details and c r j t i ca  l dimensions of the coaxial  01- cjrlindrlcal capacitor 
are shown in F ig .  5a. The r. i. bridge is a General Radio Type 
91 6-AL with a specified accui-acy of ? 2% + PO. 2 8 f o r  measurement of 
R. The 100 KHz amplifier and detector i s  the General Radio Type 
1232-A Tuned Amplifier and Null Detector having a rated sensitivity 
of 0.  1 pV. The 100 KHz oscillator is an  International Crystal  Corp. 
Type OT-1 bat tery powered crys ta l  controlled oscillator. 
To accurately determine the dielectric constant E = E E 
o r' 
consider the expression for the phase of the current  a s  a function of 
the distance from the short-circuited end of a t ransmission line. 
Starting with the polar form of the current  [3] 
V x x w  S S ~ ( U ~ - O . ~ + U ~ + ~ ~ )  
I = e 
z 
X G Z G S  
Rc Ss 
where w = s - z .  Consider only the phase difference 8, for 0 w x 
and let 
Now equation 5c of reference 3 is 
- 
u = tan l[tan(@w + as) coth(aw + ps)] 
W 
and 
as = n/2 7 for the short circuit .  
- 1 8 = r/2 - tan [tan (pw -I- r/2) coth (aw)] 
and the change in 8 i s ,  
- I  A t3 -- tan [tan (pw i- 5112) codh. (aw)] 
Thus i f  the phase of i h e  c u i s c ~ ~ i  on a short-eircui-ced transmsssion 
line filled with the dissipative medium is measured along the line 
from the short-circuited end, a 90" phase shift wiil occur a t  w = X 14. 
g 
It should be  noted that this shift of 90' i s  quite sharp  at  pw = n/2 
regardless  of the size of the attenuation constant a. This makes the 
determination of Xg quite precise.  
The equipment used to measure  the wavelength X in the coaxial 
g 
line i s  essentially that used in probing the current  distribution of a 
monopole immersed in the dissipative medium, which will be de - 
scribed in  detail in  a latter section. For  measuring X the antenna 
g ' 
i s  replaced by a short-circuited section of t ransmission line (Fig. 4b, 
5b). The current  probe i s  f i r s t  precisely positioned a t  the short-  
circuited end of the line and the phase $ noted along with the scale 
reading locating the probe. The current  probe i s  then moved toward 
0 the generator away from the short-circuited end until a change of 90 
i s  noted in  the phase &I. The difference between the scale reading 
locating the probe a t  this point and that of the short-circuited end of 
the line i s  X /4. The phase i s  measured on a Hewlett-Packard Model 
g 
8405A Vector Voltmeter having a specified absolute phase accuracy of 
-1-1.5~. 
The relative dielectric constant i s  related to X by g 
where Xo is the free space wavelength and 
Since it is q u i t e  difficult "L o ~ l v c  f o r  E explicitly, a n  i t e r a t i v e  solution 
1 
on a digital computer was used. The iteration proceeds by assuming 
'r 
to be 81 initially. It then computes a using the measured l O O  KHz 
resistance R and the value of er assumed above in (2-13). It then 
calculates p using u and E as  given above; a new E i s  then deter- 
r r 
mined from the p just calculated. The procedure i s  repeated until 
the value of u and E i s  within a given tolerance of the previously 
r 
calculated values. For all  values of R and Xg measured this routine 
converges quite fast (two to ten iterations for  0. 1% relative difference). 
For  sea water, v FZ 4 mho/meter the determination of er cannot 
be accomplished directly because excessive power i s  required to induce 
sufficient current  in the short-circuited transmission line used in the 
measurement. In this case the value of cr i s  extrapolated from a 
graph of cr vs. cr for the other saline solutions (Fig. 9 ) .  This i s  
not serious because an e r r o r  in E of 100% for this case only causes 
r 
an e r r o r  of 3% in the ratio a/@ determined for the medium. 
The Hi-Lo method of measuring the electrical conductivity cr 
and the dielectric constant er utilizes the easiest and most accurately 
measured parameters of two test cell  configurations at two frequencies. 
By doing this, the accuracy of the values of u and cr i s  improved by 
two independent measurements. Since these measured values a r e  used 
to characterize the dissipative medium at  the higher of the two test  
frequencies (28 MHz), the only assumption inherent in the Hi-Lo 
measuring technique i s  that B. and \ a re  constant with respect to 
f rewency  in the range of 28 MHz to 180 KHz, 

The driving-point admittance of antennas in dissipative media 
i s  of considerable interest for a number of reasons. For  one thing, 
it  expresses how an antenna will accept power from a driving system. 
In any practical radiating system i t  i s  advantageous to have the 
admittance or  equivalently the impedance of the antenna known so that 
a matching network may be designed to achieve maximum transfer  of 
power to the antenna. The admittance i s  also useful in a general 
study of a dissipative medium since theoretically it  contains informa- 
tion on the electrical properties of the medium. In some situations, 
the electrical properties may be determined from systematic admit- 
tance measurements [4]. Where driving point end effects can be 
characterized o r  ignored, the admittance may be used to normalize 
the measured current distribution on an antenna. 
The admittance measuring system developed for this study 
centers around the Hewlett-Packard Model 8405A Vector Voltmeter. 
Fig. 10 i s  the block diagram of the system. The vector voltmeter 
measures the voltage a t  channel A which i s  proportional to the magni- 
tude of the current 1 1 1  at a point a distance B away from the antenna 
drive point, on a test  section of transmission line which feeds radio 
frequency power to the antenna. Channel B of the vector voltmeter 
measures a voltage proportional to the magnitude of the voltage [ V  I 
on the test  section line. The vector voltmeter also indicates the 
phase Jb, between channel A and B voltages. In this way the ratio 
11 I /  I V  I = I u I -- I / /  Z f i s  measured directly at a point on the test 
1 ANTENNA 1 
FIG. 10 BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR ADMITTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT 
section of transmission line along with its phase k3. Since the admit- 
tance or  impedance a t  a point on. the test section i s  known, the driving 
point impedance Z of the antenna i s  determined by shifting the L 
measured impedance down the section of line to the driving point 
using the transmission line equation 
r Z, cosh ( -  yl) + Z-  sinh (-$)I 
U 
'L = 1 ZL cosh ( -  yl) + Z.  sinh (-yl) 0 1 I 
where 
Zi = measured impedance at  the test point, 
Y = a + jP, 
B = distance from test  point to driving point 
and 
Z = characteristic impedance of the test section transmission 
0 
line. 
Fig. 11 i s  a n  overall view of the test section of the transmission 
line with the voltage-current sensing block in place. The adapter 
section (detail drawing, Fig. 12) provides a mating flange to attach 
the whole assembly to the ground plane a s  well a s  a water tight seal  
at  the driving point of the antenna. As seen in  Fig. 12, a step 
discontinuity of the inner conductor a s  well a s  the dielectric constant 
occurs a t  a point 5/8 in. from the driving point of the antenna. At 
the highest operating frequency, the step discontinuity presents a 
negligible shunt capacitance across  the line a t  that point. The change 
in dielectric within the 5/8 in. section changes the propagation con- 
stant and thus electrically lengthens the line. The change in  diameter 
of the inner conductor and the increased dielectric constan"ccon~pensate 


each other leaving the kli~e "smpedarrce nearly unchar~ged,  Tllis 
difference in Z over such a short electrical length (a . 8026k) pre-  
a 
sents a negligible perturbation compared with an  ideal transmission 
line. These perturbations a r e  corrected to the extent that the 
electrical length of the line i s  determined by measuring the admit- 
tance of the section of line short-circuited a t  the antenna driving 
point and setting B to be the value necessary to t ransform the measured 
admittance to that of a short-circuit a t  the driving point. This length 
i s  57. 5 cm while the physical length i s  55. 6 cm. This electrical 
length of the line was also checked a t  half the usual operating f re -  
quency and the same value was found. 
Radio frequency power i s  delivered to the admittance measuring 
assembly through a 10 dB isolation pad by a modified Heath model 
HX-20 transmit ter .  This t ransmit ter  provides a regulated output of 
about 15 watts a t  the operating frequency (28. 01 MHz). The output i s  
"leveled" o r  regulated by a 20 KHz reference signal from the vector 
voltmeter that i s  proportional to the current  111 on the test  line. This 
signal i s  amplified by a General Radio Type 1232-A Tuned Axnplifier 
and then rectified. The resulting dc voltage (proportional to 1 1 1 )  i s  
fed back to the automatic level control circuit of the t ransmit ter .  
The regulating circuit tends to keep the output current  of the t rans-  
mit ter  constant under varying load conditions or  line-voltage fluc- 
tuations. For  example, 20% powe r l i n e  -voltage variations a r e  reduced 
to 1 0% t ransmis sion-line -current variations. With this regulating 
system i t  i s  most  eoaave~iient to make all measurements a t  one pre-  
determined current level, This current  is selected so that the resuizing 
reading of the test Lxansr-~~issicdn-line voltage I V  I on the B channel 
meter can be read direct ly  as f Z 1 in  ohms. 
The central element of the admittance measuring assembly 
(Fig. 13 ,  14) i s  the voltage-current sensing block (Fig. 15). 
It consists of two precision machined and assembled probes. One, 
the electric probe, i s  sensitive only to the radial electric field and 
hence the line voltage V at  a distance L from the load; the other, 
the magnetic probe, i s  sensitive only to the circumferential magnetic 
field and hence the line current I a t  the same distance L from the load. 
The electric probe (Fig. 16) i s  a monopole 0. 000123 wave lengths 
long projecting through the outer conductor into the dielectric space 
of the test section of the coaxial line. The magnetic probe i s  a 
shielded loop (Fig. 16) that i s  0. 000197 wave lengths in diameter. 
It also projects into the dielectric space through the outer conductor 
of the test line. The plane of the loop i s  aligned to be parallel to the 
axis of the coaxial line. These probes a r e  a t  least  50 times smaller 
than the minimum size determined by Whiteside [5] to cause negligible 
perturbations of VSWR due to line loading. 
The theory of operation of these probes i s  discussed in section 
8. 6 of reference 6 by King et al.  The expression for the voltage 
across  the load of the electric probe i s  
Ve = ILZL = -2h e ( 0 ) ~ ~  cos $' zL/(zo f ZL) . 
E~ i s  the incident electric field (Fig. 8-1 0 of ref. 3 ) .  The effective 
height he(@) = 0.  5 h s ine .  ZL i s  the load impedance. The input 
irnpedaaree Z fo r  a short dipole is 
0 
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for Poh " . 5 and a << h 
$2 = 2 ln(2h/a) . 
When for the electric probe of the voltage-current sensing block 
h = 0. 052 in. and a = 0. 008 in. a t  the operating frequency of 28. 01 
MHz, the expression for  Ve reduces to 
for a load impedance Z = 52 - j 2300 ohms (vector voltmeter probe L 
impedance a t  28. 01 MHz). A i s  a rea l  constant. For a coaxial line 
operating in the TEM mode, Ei i s  proportional to V, the voltage 
between the inner and outer coaxial conductors. So the probe voltage 
V = A'V 
e (3-5) 
at the operating frequency of 28.01 MHz. 
The voltage expression for the current probe i s  
where 
s ( ~ )  B = - Z Z W Y ~ / ( ( Y ~  + 2y(0))Ap o(51 - 3.  52)) (3-7) 
and 
y(o)  = -j2A/(rw{ (a - 3. 52)) 
0 (3-8) 
with a = 2 ln(ikw/a) for  a doubly-loaded circular loop with a very small  
diameter w. B~ i s  the incident magnetic field (Fig. 8.12 of ref. 6) and 
to = 377 ohms, the f ree  space wave impedance. The electric field 
contribution has been ignored since it is  negligible for a loop as used 
-5 l i e r ewk thw = .00197X,  Withaloadadmit"cance Y .I (1 +j44)110 -mhtis, L 
' = c S i b 
at 2 8 .  01 MHz with w = . 0832  in. and a = . 021 in. B' for  the TEM 
mode i s  proportional to "the cusrerit i ijii the coaxial liiie. Thus 
Vb = C'I (3-1 0) 
The impedance a t  the probing point on the tes t  line i s  
v vet/ o z = - - = -  
I V b K 1  91. 3 (3-11) 
If I i s  maintained constant the measured impedance can be expressed 
a s  
Z =  I V  I K  / 9 1 . 3 ° ~ $  = I z I &  
e z 
(3-1 2) 
where KZ i s  a rea l  constant and $ i s  the phase of V with respect to 
e 
vb' 
In actual operation using the vector voltmeter, the power level 
out of the radio frequency source i s  adjusted so that Kz = 10Q /mV. 
Thus the 10 mV scale becomes a direct reading 10051 scale. Also, 
the phase i s  offset by -91.3O so that 8 may be read directly on the 
meter .  
I 
It i s  apparent that the calibration of the entire apparatus i s  
best accomplished by terminating the tes t  line in i ts  intrinsic impe- 
dance (5051) and then adjusting the radio-frequency-power source for 
K = 10fi/mv along with an appropriate phase offset to obtain a reading 
z 
of oO. 
The equipment designed a s  described above yields probe 
sensitivities along with transmission-line voltage and current levels 
such that for a 50Q load with K Z  = 1 0 a / m ~ ,  the current-probe voltage 
ns V = 1!. 34 rnV at 28, 01 MHz and 0. 6 1  m V  at 14, 01 -MHz, Occe the b 
va,kue for V at a particular operating frequency is determined for b 
constant current operation and the value of phase offset i s  determined, 
it  i s  unnecessary to recalibrate the system with a matched load 
except a s  an added precaution. 
Over a six month period of operation in  the laboratory and field 
a l l  calibration checks indicated the accuracy of the measured 1 Z 1 
was f 2% with a phase accuracy of f 1.5O. The specified accuracy 
of the HP 8405-A Vector Voltmeter i s  f 4% for absolute voltage and 
* 2% of full scale f I% range to range in relative voltage accuracy. 
Phase accuracy i s  f 1. 5' with a resolution of 0. lo .  For  the specified 
accuracies, the reference channel A, requires an input of 300p.V .-< 
VA 6 1V rms .  The measuring channel B, then measures over a 
range of 30p.V VB 1V rms .  Isolation between channels i s  rated 
a t  greater than 100 dB. 
The ground plane which images the monopole to be measured i s  
of practical necessity finite in size. However, it must be large 
enough so that standing waves on its surface do not perturb the measured 
properties of the antenna from those values that would be present 
using an infinite ground piane. To ensure this desired condition, the 
ground plane for this study was built a s  large a s  was practical (i. e. 
I0 x 10 ft o r  ZZ 3 square wavelengths, see Fig. 17) with the antenna 
placed slightly off center. It was then tested by adding additional 
copper wire radials of ierigths greater than P O ft to see i f  a change in 
measured admittance was evident, This t e s t  indicated that the design. 
FIG. - 17 EQUIPMENT FLOAT 
(GROUND PLANE DETAILS) 
was effective ir, approxi;=stlng an infiriite ground p f a ~ ~ a :  for the purposes 
of this study. 
Pdeasured monopole acimittances using the above equip-ment and 
techniques a r e  tabulated in  Appendix A. The data were collected f rom 
a se t  of ten monopoles having a common radius a = 3. 175 m m  and 
heights h = 6, 9, 12, l8 ,  24, 30, 35, 40, 50 and 61 c m  (Fig. 18). 
These monopoles were immersed  in  s ix  media having rat ios  of a /p  = . 01 6, 
. 070, . 106, . 301, .592 and . 970, where 
a = dTG"g(p)  (3-1 3) 
and 
P = @G f(p) (3-14) 
with 
1 1 1 - 1 
P(P) = [z( - l ) ln  = ~ i n h ( ~  sinh p) (3-15) 
and 
1 1 1 - 1 
f ( ~ )  = [ I  ( + l)]" = cosh (Z sinh p) . 
6 The loss  tangent p = cr/Wc. The radian frequency w = 2r28. Ol(10) /sec 
for a l l  measurements  except for the medium with a/p = .970 where 
6 
w = 2 ~ 1 4 .  01 (10) /sec.  The normalizing factor 
i s  used throughout the tables so that the tabulated values a r e  universal.  
They apply to any monopole having the same h/a ratio and ph in  a 
medium with a /p  a s  l isted. 
The equipment for -measuring current and charge distributions 
is centered around a mechanism that allows electric or magnetic probes 

to r ve alol,:, be  surface of an antenna i~ \ ,  a p r e c i s ~ l ~ o n t ; ~ . ~ l l e d  
asraan~ler, thus probing certain near fields o f  the antenna that a r e  
excited by a stable radio-frequency source. From  he responses 
of these probes the current and charge distributions on the antenna 
a r e  determined. 
The r.  f .  feed i s  designed to have identical electrical properties 
(driving point end effect) a s  those of the admittance -measuring 
adapter section described in  section 3. The r. f. feed section (Fig. 
19) provides the mating flange which is attached to the ground plane 
a s  well as a water-tight seal a t  the driving point of the antenna. 
Power to excite the antenna i s  fed into the UHF connector on the r .  f. 
feed section which i s  shunted by a 48 1/32" section of short-circuited 
coaxial line. The electric and magnetic probes a r e  positioned along 
the antenna by a hollow push rod which travels inside the inner con- 
ductor of the r. f. feed section. The signal cable of the probe passes 
through the hollow push rod and then to the measuring equipment. The 
monopoles that plug into the r.  f. feed section a t  the driving point a r e  
slotted to allow the axial travel of the probes. The push rod of the 
probe i s  attached by a trombone like member to the positioning rack 
and pinion assembly where the probe position is indicated on a scale 
(Fig. 20). 
Figure 21 shows the magnetic o r  current-sensing probe in 
position on a short monopole. Both the electric and magnetic probes 
have e%ectrical dimensions of 25 . OOZX for  the media and frequencies 
used i n  this study. Thus they can be e q e c t e d  to be quite good in that 
they- are sensitive to very localized f i e l d s  and present negligible 
loading effects.  



Figure  22 s l ~ n w s  the evera11 ~ l e c t r i ~ a l  110~1ku.p ior cursent or 
cka rge  distributisn measurements. The radio-frequency source and 
output g!ieveaeP fi are &he sarne a ; ~  described in section 3 
for the admittance measuring equipment. A portion of the driving 
voltage is fed to channel A of the vector voltmeter to serve a s  a 
reference signal for output "levelling I t  a s  well a s  relative phase 
measurements. The output of the charge or  current probe i s  fed 
to channel 33 where i ts  magnitude and relative phase a r e  read for 
each position of the probe along the axis of the antenna. 
The electric probe, a very short monopole, i s  sensitive only 
to the radial electric field and hence the average local charge. The 
magnetic probe, a shielded loop (Fig. 19) i s  designed so that the 
radial electric field produces no current in the probe load. Except 
for its reduced sensitivity because of i t s  small diameter, i t  will 
respond to tangential electric fields (tangential with respect to the 
axis of the antenna). This response will cause the assumed sensitivity 
only to circumferential magnetic fields and hence axial currents  on 
the antenna, to be in e r r o r  near the end of the antenna where the 
current i s  vanishing but the tangential electric field i s  increasing 
(due to the accumulation of charge). The same e r r o r  i s  expected near 
the drive point where strong tangential electric fields may be present.  
An indication of these e r r o r s  in  the assurned response of the 
current probe i s  illustrated in Figure 23, Figure 23a shows how 
the phase of the current  as measured by the magnetic probe decreases 
quite rapidly as the probe nears the end s f  this short antenna, The 
magnitude appears to be somewhat high at Z/H = . q  also, The measured 
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FIG 23 COMPARISONS OF CURRENT DISTRIBUTIONS AS MEASURED BY 
MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC PROBES 
c u r r e d  distribution derived f rom the electric probe by integrating 
the measured charge distribufilcrn looks quite reasonable lor this 
case.  
Figure 23b illustrates the discrepancy between the two 
methods a t  both the end and the driving point of the antenna. The 
end response i s  the same a s  for  the short antenna above. At the 
driving point the magnetic probe indicates that there a r e  pxonounced 
ripples i n  the current  distribution though no corresponding ripples 
were evident in the measured charge distribution nor in the derived 
current  distribution a s  measured by the electric probe. 
An entirely different kind of e r r o r  i s  displayed in Figure 23c. 
This was introduced by severe power-line voltage fluctuations a t  
certain times of the day a t  the field location (Lake Megunticook 
near Camden, Maine). These fluctuations were too severe to be 
regulated by the "leveling" system used. The data plotted for  the 
current  distribution a s  measured by the magnetic probe was obtained 
during one of these disturbances while the distribution derived from 
the electric probe was measured a t  a t ime when the line voltage was 
relatively constant. 
In using the tables of measured current  and charge distributions 
which appear in Appendix B, the above sources of e r r o r  should be 
considered. In a l l  cases the measurements of the distributions of 
current  and charge were separated in time by a t  least  3 hours for a 
particular antenna. It i s  unlikely then, that both distributions for any 
one antenna were influenced by severe line voltage variations. 
The reproducibility of measured data was  checked for a case  
where the medium was h o w n  to be unchanged in electrical proper- 
ties over a long period of time. This w a s  with the antenna in lake 
water where a/p = .016. From a comparison of the charge and 
current distributions for  two antennas, one near resonance (h/h % . 2 5 )  
and the other near anti-resonance ( h / ~  % . 5), i t  was found that the 
magnitudes differed by less than f 470 from their average values while 
the phase difference was within 2 degrees. The measurements on 
these antennas were made 25 days apart. It i s  concluded that the 
reproducibility of the experimental results a r e  quite good for media 
with stable electrical properties. 
The current  and charge distributions of the same ten monopoles 
discussed in section 3 a r e  tabulated in Appendix B. They were 
measured using the above described equipment and techniques while 
immersed in the six media having various ratios of a / ~ .  The same 
normalizing factor A as  used in section 3 for the admittance tables 
i s  used so that the values a r e  universal for any monopole having the 
same h/a ratio and ph in a medium with the a/p a s  listed. 
5. Junction Effects 
It i s  important to consider the junction effects at  the driving 
point of the antenna. As indicated in the previous section, the assump- 
tion that the rnagnetic probe response i s  limited to the axial current 
on the antenna i s  apparently in e r ror ,  at  least for monopoles near 
resonance (F ig ,  2 3 ) -  To investigate this probing e r r o r  more tho- 
roughly, - the magnetic probe response near the driving point junction 
is plottcd f o r  f ivc m o n ~ p o l e s  near 1-esonaiiee wlien i~mrraerseii in  f i v e  
different media having a /p ls  sf 0. 01 6 to  0. 592 (F ig .  24)- .In 
addition, the response of the probe In a water filled, X / L  section 
of short-circuited coaxial line i s  a lso  shown. F o r  purposes of com- 
parison with these cases  where a severe dielectric discontinuity 
exists a t  the driving point ( a i r  line driving a monopole immersed 
in a salt  water solution), a graph of the probe response of a resonant 
monopole driven by a section of water -filled coaxial line is included 
in  Figure 24 (water-filled section is 5(b - a )  in  length, where b is 
the inside radius on the outer conductor and a is the outside radius 
of the inner conductor). 
It i s  observed that the probe response of the antenna when 
driven by a water -filled line corresponds to the expected axial current  
response. When, for the less  dissipative media the severe  dielectric 
discontinuity exists,  the probe response apparently i s  not s t r ict ly 
that of the axial current .  This was also indicated in the previous 
section (Fig. 2 3 ) .  However, the current  distribution a s  derived 
from the integral  of the measured charge distribution i s  f r ee  of any 
ripple near the driving point. Thus, i t  is concluded that the current  
i s  indeed smooth i n  the junction region and that the magnetic probe 
response i n  this region i s  influenced by intense tangential electric 
fields se t  up near  a severe dielectric discontinuity, but absent in  a 
junction with a continuous dielectric.  It i s  a lso observed that this 
ripple response i s  damped out in the two media Mrith greatest  d iss i -  
pation, Fur ther  study of the measured data fo r  various Lengths of 
antennas sk~ows this ripple in the response of the probe to  be most 
unced for monopole near resonance, 
CURRENT MAGNiTUDE (RELATIVE) 
FIG. , 24 CURRENT PROBE RESPONSE FOR RESONANT STRUCTURES 
WITH SEVERE DlELECTRlC DISCONTINUITY AT DRIVE 
POINT. 
The question now arises, whether t h i s  severe dielectric dis  - 
continuity significantly perturbs the driving point properties of the 
- 
- m ~ n ~ p s l e  f rcm their values with a contiiiirous dielectric. i o inves - 
tigate this, the admittances of nine antennas of various heights driven 
by the air-filled t ransmission line a r e  shown plotted in Figure 25. 
And on the same graph the admittances of nine more  antennas driven 
by a water-filled t ransmission line section a r e  shown. There 
appears to be substantial evidence that the perturbation introduced 
by the dielectric discontinuity a t  the driving point i s  negligible in s o  
f a r  a s  admittance measurements  a r e  concerned. 
It i s  impract ical  to c a r r y  this investigation much further since 
with the more  highly dissipative media, the character is t ic  impedance 
of the water -filled line becomes lower and the attenuation increases,  
so  that it becomes increasingly difficult to accurately measure  the 
driving point admittances of the antennas. With this evidence, to- 
gether with that in  Figure 24 showing decreasing probe response 
e r r o r s  for  the increasingly dissipative media, i t  i s  reasonable to 
assume that for  the electr ical  dimensions of the driving line and 
antennas used in  this investigation there i s  no significant correct ion 
needed in the interpretation of data collected for  monopoles driven 
with a n  air-filled line in a salt  water solution from those which would 
be obtained for antennas driven with a water-filled line (i. e. no severe  
dielectric discontinuity), with the exception of the magnetic probe 
response within 10(b - a)  sf the junction. 
Another aspect of the driving point junction effects is  observed 
b y v a r y i n g  the b/a ratio, These effects a re  studied fo r  two extreme 
MONOPOiE HEIGHT (CM) 
FIG. 25 ADMITTANCE VS. HEIGHT FOR ANTENNAS DRIVEN 
BY AiR AND WATER FILLED COAXIAL LINES. 
cases, or;e fzr  a / p  = 0 ,  air, and the other f o r  alp - . ?86, sea  rater, 
The results of this study a re  shown i n  Figure 26 and. 2 7 .  In 
Figure 26a, the a i r  case, it i s  noted that the conductance i s  essen- 
tially constant while the susceptance increases for decreasing b/a. 
For the smallest ratio of b/a, G appears to increase, but measure-  
ments at  such a small  b/a become very inaccurate since the very low 
impedance driving line cannot be maintained in a truly coaxial con- 
figuration. 
In Figure 26b, the sea water case, i t  i s  noted that the suscep- 
tance i s  relatively constant and now the conductance increases with 
decreasing b/a. The significant evidence here i s  that any comparison 
of experimental admittances with a theory must consider the ratio 
b/a in determining an  appropriate junction effect end correction unless 
the theory includes the driving line and hence the effects of various 
b/a ratios. 
Figure 27 shows the effect of b/a on a range of antennas with 
various electrical lengths in sea water. Also, theoretical values have 
been calculated for comparison, using King's Short Antenna Theory [7] 
and the PEP theory [8]. Neither of these theories includes the ratio 
b/a in i ts  formulations. 
6. Conclusions 
A practical experimental environment has been designed using 
a natural body of fresh water together with a thin polyethylene walled 
tank w E c h  effectively approximates an infinite, homogeneous, i s o  - 
tropic, dissipative medium for  studying the electrical properties of 
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l i n e a r  antennas immersed in such  a ~-nediurn, The ratlo n/p o i  the 
rnedxurn may range f rom 0 . 0 1 6  to very near  I .  An equipment float 
---- w a s  designed to accomodate at  least  two resea rche r s  together with 
the necessary electronics.  This float se rves  a s  the support s t ruc -  
ture for  the ground plane which images the various length monopoles 
used in the study. The float a lso supports the polyethylene walled 
tank beneath it. 
A special  technique was developed to m o r e  accurately measure  
the effective conductivity and effective dielectric constant of the medium 
in  which the monopoles a r e  immersed .  This involves a low frequency 
determination of a n  approximate value for cr together with a high 
frequency determination of P from which the values of cr and c a r e  
found. The accuracy i s  improved by making the determining measure -  
ments  under m o r e  ideal conditions for each component of data. 
A simple and efficient, yet prec ise  admittance-measuring 
technique was employed which involved the probing of fields on a 
precision section of t ransmission line a t  a precisely known distance 
from the driving point of the antenna. This system was self  cal i -  
brating af te r  i t s  initial laboratory calibration. It presented a con- 
tinuous direct  reading of the admittance magnitude and phase at  the 
probing point. Over a s ix  month period of operation in the laboratorlr 
and field, all calibration checks indicated the accuracy of measured  
1 Y 1 was k 2% with a phase accuracy of 4.- 1. so. The admittances of 
antennas of ph ranging f rom c. 3 to  3 ,  3 in  media of a/p = 0, 016 to  
0-97 were  measured and tabulashed. 
Current  and charge measuring ap-paratus was designed to 
precisely position probes of very smal l  e lectr ical  dimensions along 
the surface of the mcnclpoZes being investigated. The response 
e r r o r s  of the magnetic probe were investigated to  determine the 
range of validity of i t s  assumed current  response with respect to 
operation near the end and the driving point of the antenna. A 
redundancy of data i s  available for the current  distribution since 
the charge distribution for a particular antenna may be integrated 
to get another independent determination of the current  distribution. 
Reproducibility of measured resul ts  were found to be f 470 in  the 
magnitude with a 2O difference in phase for a typical case.  The 
current  and charge distributions for antennas of ph ranging from 
FS . 3 to 3 .  3 in  media of a/@ = 0.016 to 0. 97 were measured and 
tabulated. 
Junction effects were investigated to determine the source of 
some probing e r r o r s  and to find out i f  the abrupt air-water discon- 
tinuity a t  the antenna driving point caused an end correction i n  
addition to that required with a continuous dielectric in the junction 
region. It was determined that i t  was not necessary to include any 
additional end corrections for the electr ical  dimensions of the appara- 
tus used in  this study. The effects of various b/a ratios in  the coaxial 
line used to drive the antenna were investigated. The resul ts  were 
that for a /p  near  0, only the susceptance i s  significantly affected by 
changing b/a. But, at  a/p near 1 the conductance i s  significantly 
affected by changing b/a. Thus, in general, C and B a r e  dependent 
on b/a for all a / ~ .  
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App eradix A 
The data in this set  of tables were collected from a se t  of 
ten monopoles having physical dimensions of A = radius of 3.175 m m  
and H = height of 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 30, 35, 40, 50, 61 cm. These 
monopoles were immersed in s ix  media having a/(3 of .016, .070, 
.106, . 301, . 592, and . 970, where 
a  = WAG g(p) , 
and 
with 
1 1 - 1 g(p) = [+(/- - 1)IS = sinh ( Z  sinh p) 
and 
1 - 1 
f(p) = [$(,/- + l)]* = cosh (Zsinh p) . 
The loss tangent 
The radian frequency w = 21~28. 01 (10 )~ / s ec  for a l l  measurements 
6 
except for the medium with a / p  = . 97 where w = 27~14. Ol(10) /sec. 
The normalizing factor 
i s  used throughout the tables so that the tabulated values a r e  universal. 
They apply to any monopole having the same H / A  ratio and pH in a 
medium with a/p a s  listed. 
All tabulated eqe r imen ta l  monopole adunitbnces are normalized 
suc b t h a t  
y(mho) = y 
actual norm (2a) = G(2e)  + j B ( 2 ~ )  . 
Table A- 1 ;  Normalized Adrni-ctances 
Table A- 1 (continued) 

Appendix la 
The data i n  this  se t  of tables were  collected f rom a s e t  of 
ten monopoles having physical dimensions of A = radius of 3. 175 m m  
and H = height of 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 30, 35, 40, 50, 61 cm.  These 
monopoles were  immersed  in  s ix  media having a/p of .016, . 070, 
. 106, .301, ,592, and . 970, where 
a = u r n  g(p) , 
and 
with 
1 1 - 1 g(p) = [$ (,/- - l)]r = sinh (2  sinh p) 
and 
1 - 1 f(p) = [ i ( J g  + l)]g = c o s h ( 2  sinh p) . 
The los s  tangent 
P = U / U E  . (B - 5) 
6 The radian frequency w = 2a28. 01 (1 0) /sec for  all measurements  
6 
except for the medium with a/p = . 9 7  where w = 2 ~ 1 4 .  Ol(10) /sec.  
The normalizing factor 
i s  used throughout the tables so  that the tabulated values a r e  universal .  
They apply to any monopole having the same H/A ratio and PH in a 
medium with a/p as l i  s ted, 
All tabulated experimental menopele cur rent  d is t r ibu~ions  
are normalized such that 
j;C2 n6; 3 
'(z'actual (amperes)  = '(xi norm o (la - 7 )  
The normalized distance along the monopole x = z/h and Vo is  the 
driving voltage. l(x)norm has dimensions of milli-amp/volt. 
The original raw data, in terms of relative magnitude and 
phase, were scaled either to the normalized measured driving point 
admittance or  to the PEP Theory [ I ]  value at  a point on the monopole 
not too near the driving point z = 0. Table B-1 lists the scaling scheme. 
The reason for not scaling a l l  of the distributions to the measured 
driving point admittance i s  that certain probing difficulties were 
encountered near the junction of the antenna and the transmission 
line. In general, for the less  dissipative media the current probe 
does not respond exclusively to the axial current on the antenna, but 
i s  excited in addition by the evanescent fields in the junction region. 
It i s  therefore more  realistic to normalize the measured distributions 
for these cases at a point outside the influence of the junction a s  shown 
in Table B-1. 
All tabulated experimental charge distributions for monopoles 
a r e  normalized such that 
Q(z'actual (coulombs/meter) = Q(x) norm * 2  ~ ~ $ 1 0 ~ / ( w h )  (B-8) 
where w = 2rf the radian frequency and h is  the monopole height in 
meters .  Q(x)norm has dimensions of milli -coulombs/volt sec . 
The original raw data, in terms of relative magnitude and phase, 
w e r e  sealed to the PEP Theory magnitude and phase at  the midpoint 
on the monopole. 
Table B - I  : Normalization o f  Measured Current  Bistribiitions 
.016, . 0 7 ,  . l o 6  a t  midpoint on antenna to 
PEP Theory value 
a t  point 7 cm f rom drive 
point (i. e .  1 O(b - a ) : k )  to 
PEP Theory value 
a t  drive point to  measured  
admittance 
*(b - a )  is the difference between the radius of the driving coaxial 
t ransmis  sion line outer and inner conductors . , 
It sbotzld he en7phasized that regardless of the norma2izatioi1 
schemes used, the tabulated values for the magnitude and phase of 
the currexit czi- chdrg- t: o.t - - +  e s i ~ ~ p i y  scalea In magnitude and shifted 
by a constant i n  phase from the original measured relative quantities. 
Hence, the normalization of these quantities has in no way obscured 
the original experimental information. 
TABLE B-2: CURRENT AND CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS, 
RONOQOLE CURRENTS I N  H l J l 2 4 C E h Y l * V O L T )  W N O P O L E  6 M d R G €  k H  M l b L I - C W b /  
N I A  1B.90 BETA*W 4 - 3 2 4  b L P W A l B E T l  -0.016 DELTA - 9.20 
Z/F 9 E l l  CEEVAL W 6 f E  ilk C B b L  . .- . - - ~  - - 
M I A  - 28.35 
7. / H  REAL I H A G  b 8 S V I L  
1.69 
1.55 
1.42 
1.37 
1.26 
1.20 
1-14 
1.06 
0.98 
0.90 
0 .83 
0.74 
0.66 
0.56 
0.47 
0 .39 
0.30 
0.22 
ABSVAL 
2.38 
2. I0  
2.00 
1.94 
1-83 
1.77 
1.70 
1.63 
1.57 
1.51 
1.41 
1.33 
1.22 
1.14 
i . 0 4  
0.96 
0.87 
0.80 
0.69 
0.61 
0.52 
0 .42 
0 .32 
0.21 
A B S V l L  
PHASE 
(14.9 
85.S 
87.3  
87.3 
87.2 
87.2 
87.1 
81.2 
87.2 
87.1 
87.2  
87.1 
87.1 
81.0 
86.7 
86.4 
85.8 
85.4 
PHASE 
84.6 
85.8 
86.1 
86.1 
86.1 
86.1 
86.1 
86. C 
86.0 
86.C 
86.0 
85.9 
85.8 
85.7 
85.5 
85.5 
85.5 
85.4 
85.3 
85.0 
84.6 
84.5 
83.7 
82.8 
PHASE 
MEAL 
2.38 
2.32 
1.59 
1.93 
1.30 
1-61 
1.06 
1. 92 
l . t I  
1.50 
1.49 
1.20 
1.50 
I. 52 
1.54 
1.61 
1. t 4  
1.50 
R E A L  
3.50 
3.24 
2.76 
2. '0 
9 -34  
2.23 
2.12 
2.12 
Z.C5 
2.C3 
2rC2 
2.C2 
2.62 
2.CZ 
2rC3 
2. C5 
2.C8 
2.C'r 
2. A4 
2.21 
2-26 
2.33 
6.45 
2-14 
REAL 
ABSVAL PHASE 
M I A  - 37.80 
Z / H  REAL I M A G  A 8 S V A L  P H A S E  
BETb*W 10.972 
R E A L  IWAG 
TABLE 8-2: Cont7d 
MONOPOLE C U R R E N T S  Ih  M A l ( 2 * D E b l h * Y C L T 8  
# / A  = 5oobS dkiA*N = Q , 9 ? i  A L P n A / & k T A  -0.016 
Z i t i  REbL 1UAG ABSVAL PHASE Z I H  REPL ' IUbG 
HIA - 75.59  8ETb*H -1.296 
Z/H REAL I WAG b8SVbL PHASE REAL IUAG AMSYAL PHALE 
8ETAeH -1.620 
REAL IUAG PHASE RCAL 
W &  - 5+.4'9 
LIH 
HIA -125.98 
Z I H  
PBSVbL PHASE Z I H  
6.08 -38.e 0.53 
5.75 -39.C 0.b7 
5 -41  -39.5 0.60 
5.08 -39.9 0.63 
4.7C -40.4 0.67 
4.37 -40.4 0.7C 
4.03 -41.4 0.73 
3.65 -41.6 0.77 
3.26 -43.4 0.80 
2.82 -43.4 0.83 
2.38 -44.G 0.87 
1.99 -45.4 OaFC 
1-66 -47.4 0.93 
0.99 -52.5 0.97 
C.70 -59.9 0.98 
REAL 
-4 .7U 
-4.59 
-5.15 
-5.53 
-6.35 
-6.71 
-1.10 
-7.13 
-7.57 
-a. 31 
-8.75 
-9.21 
-10.C4 
-11e40 
-12.44 
R E I L  IMAG ABSVAL PHASE LIM RELL INAG ABSVAL PHASE 
aErb*ti -2.160 
REAL I M A G  b8SVdL PHASE Z / H  AWL 11116 AQSVAL PHASE 
'ABLE 8-2: Cent3"d 
MOhCPOLE C U R R E N T S  I N  Ha/  
B E I A r n  =2.L60 b L P n 4  
R E A L  IUAG 
1.28 -2.50 
1.28 - 2 . 5 ~  
1.26 -2.58 
1.21 -2.56 
1.22 -2.58 
1.23 -2.68 
1.22 -2.58 
1.16 -2.48 
1.12 -2.45 
1.08 -2.41 
1.02 -2.35 
0.57 -2.34 
0.95 -2.28 
0.51 -2.16 
0.02 -2.67 
0.78 -1.55 
0.74 -1.85 
0.68 -1.75 
0.62 -1.64 
9.55 -1.53 
0.50 -1.43 
0.43 -1.30 
0.36 -1.16 
0.31 -1.01 
0.26 -0.81 
G.  1 8  -C. 71 
0.11 -0.56 
0.03 -0.38 
-0.02 -0.27 
BETA*H -2.700 
REAL IHAG ABSVAL PHASE 
TABLE B-2: C0nt9d 
MONOPOLE C U R R E M T S  1H K A / ( 2 * O E L I b * V O L T l  M U 0 6  
O E L I A  - 9.26 
'QLE CHARGE 1M MILkl-COUL/lL4OtLTA~VULf*SCGl 
TABLE 8-3: CURRENT AND CHARGE DiSTRIBLiTlONS, 
YCNCPOLt C b R R t h i S  I N  ~ A / l i * D E L T A ~ V O L I l  f f iNC) IOL€ CHAR6t AN H ILLL-LOUL/  
H l A  = 18.5C C E T P * ~  = .315 P L P h P / B E T A  zC.37, O t L l A  = 8 . 5 6  
Z l h  P t A L  IPAG A e S V I L  PHASE i l k  H L P L  IUAb 
L l h  R L P L  
b ? .  6  
O . u  
3.0" 
0.26 
0.13  
G.17 
3 . i i  
d.25 
0.L9 
(I. 33 
9.38 
>.4i 
d . 4 6  
+. 5: 
J .  54 
3 . 5 b  
i . 6 3  :. 6 7  
5.71 
0.75 
C. 7 5  
6 . 0 3  
6 .  E6 
3 - 5 2  
;.c5 
5c.t5 
Z / b  PHCSC H C P L  
TABLE 8-5 - Cont'd 
HlA - 75.59 
Z I H  
0.28 0.69 c;. i* 
0.18 0 . 4 3  6.47 
0.13 0.32 0.34 
R E A L  IHAG ABSVAL 
R E A L  I M b G  
DELTA = 8.46 
PHASE Z / H  REAL I Y I G  PBSVAL PHASE 
PHbSt L l k  H t b L  IWAG PbSYAL ZhASL 
TABLE 8-25; ~ o n t ' d  
WChOPOLE C U R R E N T S  I N  P 6 P / ( O E L T h * Z t  NbNUPULt LtJAkbk aN 
D E L I A  = B.F6 
P h A S  t L/% dt A b  
P H I S E  L / H  R ~ P L  
1 1 . 2 5  
1C.t5  
t. i t  
7.5u 
b. 11 
0 . t 7  
5 . :5  
5e111 
4. t' 
4 . 4b  
4 e  1% 
3.54 
3. ti? 
3.4' 
>.LC 
4.57 
'. 1 2  
4.55 
L. 1' 
2.14 
I. 5L 
1.54 
I .  I L  
i.72 
b. dt 
-u.<i 
- 0 .25  
-u.77 
-1.1' 
- 1 .48  
- 1 . 6 3  
-2.10 
- 2 . 5 1  
- L . t 3  
- 3 ~ 2 6  
-3-57 
- d e 5 i  
-40 iti 
- 4 0 4 5  
- 4 r ? '  
- 4 - 5 3  
-5.16 
- 5 - 4 9  
-5.ec 
TABLE B-3: &ntPd 
Z / M  REAL l l A G  ABSVAL 
m157.43 eETI*H =2.627 
z /n  REAL  rnrc ISSVAL A B S V A L  
PHASE L l h  AtAL 
TABLE 8-3 : ~ o n t ' d  
W N O P O L E  CURRENTS IN M b / t 2 * D E L T A * V O L T l  
CETerH  - 3 o 2 C 5  l L P H A l 8 E I A  =C.G70 
R t A L  IUAG ABSVAL 
DELTA 
PHASE 
HONOPOLE C H I R G t  I N  Mlhll-CQUL/lZ*QELT**VOLT*SECI 
W t L L  1 M A G  A B S V A L  PHASE 
TABL .E B-4: CURRENT AND CHARGE DISTRI BUTlONS, 
MONOPOLE CLRRENTS I h  U A / ( 2 * D E L T I * V C L T I  MLNQPULE CWAKGE I N  MIAL I -COUb/ l  
* E l i  1WU6 BeS'dbh PHLSE d i i (  R t S b  Ir?&G 
8ETA*H 1C.475 
R E A L  I U A G  PHASE R U L  IWAG A B 5 V A L  PHASE 
PHASE HEPL 

TABLE 8-4: C0nt9d 
0.0 
0.01 
0.02 
0.04 
0.05 
0.C6 
0.07 
0.09 
0.10 
0.11 
0.13 
0.14 
0.15 
0.16 
0.17 
0.19 
0.20 
0.21 
0.22 
0.24 
0.25 
0.27 
0. ?O 
0132 
0.35 
0.38 
0.40 
0.42 
0 . 4 5  
0.47 
0.50 
0152 
0.95 
0.57 
0.60 
ti. 63 
0 - 6 5  
0-67 
a s 7 0  
0.72 
a* 75 
0.77 
0 e 8 0  
6 - 8 2  
CDNOPObE CURRENTS I N  WB/~Z*OELPA*VCL?I 
eETb* t i  -1.046 L L P N I ~ ~ E T I  -0.106 
RELL IUAG A B S V I L  
3.44 -1.99 
3.15 -1.89 
2.88 - 1.83 
2.73 -1.81 
2-04 -1.85 
2.96 -2.13 
2.99 -2.25 
2.96 -2.29 
2.95 -2.36 
2.94 -2.42 
2.94 -2.48 
2.90 -2.52 
2.90 -2.57 
2.90 -2.63 
2.86 -2.66 
2.83 -2.7C 
2.78 -2.70 
2.73 -2.71 
1-68 -2.71 
2.63 -2.71 
2.58 -2.71 
2.49 -2.71 
2.42 -2.72 
2.34 -2.70 
2.26 -2.68 
2.21 -2.69 
2-18 -2.70 
2.15 -2.73 
2.12 -2.75 
2.03 -2.7C 
1.96 -2.66 
1.84 -2.55 
1.73 -2.46 
1.58 -2.30 
1.45 -2.14 
1.31 -1.98 
1.20 -1.85 
1.07 -1.65 
0.95 -1.54 
0.83 -1.37 
0.72 -1.23 
0.57 -1.02 
0.44 -C. 84 
0.34 -0. 65 
0.18 -0.44 
0.10 -0.33 
l t  l A t f i  - 4 .  L l J l  
R E I L  I H I G  
3.98 
3.71 
3.41 
3.28 
3.41 
3.64 
3.74 
3. 74 
3.78 
3.81 
3.84 
3.84 
3.88 
3.91 
3.91 
3.91 
3.88 
3.84 
3.81 
3 . i e  
3.74 
3.68 
3.64 
3.58 
3.51 
3.48 
3.48 
3.48 
3.48 
3.38 
3.31 
3.14 
3.Cl 
2.79 
2.59 
2.37 
2.21 
2.01 
1.80 
1.60 
1.42 
1.17 
0.95 
0.77 
0.48 
0.34 
ABSVAL 
PHASE 
PHASE 1 1 H  R E I L  IUAG 
A B S V A L  PHASE 
PHASE 
TABLE B-4: ~oplii'd 
M N Q P O L E  CURRENTS IN Mb/l2*0ELTl*VOLll 
MkZA*H -2-iCY I L Q W b / B t T A  -0.106 
R E P L  I R I G  hBSVAL PHASE LIH REAL 4 H A 6  A 8 S V A L  P H A S t  
R E A L  I M A G  I E S V A L  PHASE 2/64 REAL IWAG A 8 S V A L  PHASE 
1.46 
1.37 
1.29 
1.23 
1.24 
1.26 
1.27 
1.28 
1.24 
1.21 
1.19 
1.15 
1.13 
1.10 
1-09 
1.06 
1.05 
1.03 
1.01 
6.58 
C.97 
0.92 
0.86 
0.81 
0.78 
0.74 
0.70 
0.68 
0.65 
0.60 
0.55 
0.52 
0.49 
0.45 
0.52 
0.39 
0.36 
0.34 
0.31 
0.28 
0.25 
0.23 
0.21 
0.18 
0 . 1 5  
0.13 
0.12 
0.10 
0.08 
0.06 
0.05 
0.03 
0.02 
C.O1 
0.00 
-0.00 
-0  10 1 
-0.03 
-0.03 
-0.04 
-0.04 
B E l A t h  . 
R E A L  R t A L  I R b G  A E S V A L  P H A S E  PHASE 16111 
TABLE B-4: Cont'd 
MONOPOLE CURRENTS IN H l l ( t * O E L I A ~ O l f l  WNOPULt SMARGE f h  klLC1-C-5UA/~2*OEL1ABVOLT*SECb 
8ETA.H - 3 + 2 1 7  bLPHA/MCIA -0.101 DELIA - 8.99 
R E L L  I ~ A C  ABSVIL PHISE iiii REAL rp*G ~ B S V A L  PHASE 
CURRENT AND CHARGE DISTRI GUTIONS, 
RONOPOLE C U A R E E  
B E l L V H  r0.337 
R E A L  
ITS f W  CA/(Z*DELII*VOL1l BMkGPULt L I - P N G k  1h PtILL1-LLIIL 
b L P H P / B E T A  =0.301 C E L T &  = 9 - 5 9  
At?SIIAL PHASE 
PHASE REbL ABSVAL PHASE 
1.75 
1.61 
1.49 
1.38 
1.33 
1.21 
1.22 
1 . 1 5  
1 -05  
1.03 
C.95 
0.93 
0.88 
3.82 
C . 7 6  
0.71 
0.67 
0.62 
0.56 
0.51 
0.45 
0.3% 
11.34 
0.30 
CETb*H =1.011 
R E A L  R E b L  
TABLE B-5: Cont'd 
L I H  
HIA = 75.59 
Z I H  
H I A  = 94.49 
lONUPOLE CURRENTS 1N M b l l Z * D E L l b * Q ( l L l b  
O k I A * t  =irO1l B ~ P k 4 / l t l A  - 0 . 3 ~ 1  
REAL lMAb A8SVAL 
R E A L  IHAG 
PHASE L/ h kEdL inAG ABSVAL PHASE 
PHASE .?In R t L L  I k A 6  AMSUAL PhAbE 
PHASE Z I H  HELL 18A6 AUSVAL PHASE 

TABLE B-5: ~ o n t ' d  
O t L l A  = 9.58 
Zf I. REAL I M A G  P 8 S V A L  PHASE 
PWAS t REAL R E I L  
TABLE B-5: C0nt9d 
MONOPOLE C U R R E N T S  IN  # 4 A / I Z V O t L T A t V O L T l  
H I A  ~ 1 9 2 - 1 3  E F T A r H  =3.42i t t P H b l e E T 6  -U130L 
L l H  R E A L  I M A G  4 8 S V A L  
( ( O p + B P O L t  C n A R G t  i N  H I L L & - c ( I U L / ( Z * O E L I A * V O L  
CLLtL  = ? . 5 t  
PHASE 1 l H  WtAL l Y A ( r  A B S V A L  

TABLE B-6: Cont'd 
H I A  = 54.49 
Z I H  
e E r b ? H  .2.231 
REAL I U b G  PHPSE A8SVAL PHASE 
BETA4H '2 .574  
R E A L  I M A G  PHASE WEQL I + A &  ABSVAL PHPSE 
TABLE B-6: Cont'd 
WOHOPCLE CURRENTS In Ub/l2*OELTbbVGLTl HONI 
REIL  l l lb6  ABSVAL PHASE REbL ABSVAL PHASE 
8 E T b I b  m2.542 
REAL PHASE 
REbL I H d C  PHASE 
-18.7 
-22.4 
-28 .2  
-33.1 
-37 .6  
-42.0 
- 46 .  E 
-50.9 
-55.4 
-55.8 
-63.9 
291.5 
287.5 
283.3 
275 .1  
2 7 4 - t  
270.6 
266.1 
26119 
257.5 
253.1 
249.1 
244-6 
246- 3 
236.6 
TABLE B-6; Cont7"d 
IOhOPilhC CURRENTS IN K b l ( Z * O L b l & d V D L I )  
BEPh*H - 2 . € 7 8  L L P H P / B E T L  - 0 - 5 9 2  
R E 4 L  !!+it. 4 g s 3 4 i  
C I A  - 1 9 2 . 1 3  eETP-k - 4 . 4 8 1  
Z/H R E A L  I H A G  A ~ S V P L  P H A S E  Z I H  HEAL ,111AG PHASE 
B E  - 7  CURWENT AND CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS, ajfl z.970 
MONOPOLE CURRENTS I N  1I/tZ*OELTA*VOL?l 
e E I d * H  a 0 . 8 5 5  4LPHA18ETA -0.910 
&Eii iiiiir i i i S V i L  
MQllOPRLL LUIIMlit &H ~ ~ ~ L L I - C O U ~ / I ~ * B E L ~ A ~ W O & ~ * S E C ~  
DELIA - 48 .55  
PHPSB LCH R E A L  !BAG aY5VAL E h i S S  
PHASE Z I ~  kEbL l W A G  ABSVAL PHASE 
REAL I Y b G  REAL 
0.51 
- O m i t  
-C.80 
-1.42 
- l e e 5  
-2.18 
-2.44 
-r. t5 
-2.61 
-2.53 
-?.CO 
-3.64 
-3.C6 
-3.c4 
-2.54 
- L C 3  
-2.59 
-2.57 
-2.54 
-2.C2 
-2.52 
-2.56 
-3.69 
-3.30 
RtLL 
6.16 
-0.29 
-1.35 
-2.16. 
-2.76 
-3.21 
-3.57 
-3.63 
-3.57 
- 4 0  13 
-4- 18 
-4.18 
-4.14 
-6.64 
-3.sc 
- 3 e C 1  
-3.46 
- 3 . 1 3  
-3 .30  
- 3 r  l o  
-4?*Sl  
-2eZ3 
-2.16 
PHASE 
-88.3 
-9C.7 
-93.9 
-97.5 
-101.5 
-105.6 
-109.8 
-114.3 
-119.0 
-123.9 
-129.2 
-134.5 
-139.8 
-145.2 
-147.7 
-156.6 
-162.1 
-167.3 
-172.3 
-177.3 
-181.5 
-185.3 
-188.3 
-190.3 
PkASt  
-88.4 
-9C.7 
-93.9 
-57.4 
-101.0 
-104.8 
-108.6 
-112.4 
-116.2 
- 1 2 0 ~ 5  
-1L4.5 
-1kb.9 
-132.8 
-131.1 
-191.4 
-a4508 
-158.1 
-155.2 
-15b-9 
-163.6 
-168- 1 
-176.2 
- i b L , 4  
H I A  - 56.69 
PHASL iii. R E A L  tn l ib  I B S V I L  PHASE 
O. I2 -0.32 -0.34 L 1 4 b  
a. 7 8  - 0 . 2 5  - 0 . 2 4  &, - 3 7  
0 . e 3  - 5 . 2 4  -C. 16 L . 2 9  
C . 8 9  -0.23 -C.CS O . 2 1  
G .  54 -6.14 -0. ill J . 1 4  
0 . 9 7  - 0 . 1 2  C.S2 . .12 
Z I H  R E A L  l P b G  b8SVLL 
Z / H  REAL l M B G  I B S V A L  PWdSE 
TABLE B-9: Cont'd 
flONOPOLE CURRENTS IN ~ & l l O € L Y h * 2 )  
-ii!3-i* b k i b e t  = 4 s $ c o  t ~ p Q O / a E l i  =Or970 D t L i *  ' 
Z I W  R E P 1  [MAG ABSVAL PHASE 
RONOPOLE C H A R G t  i l  I I L L I - c o u L / ~ ~ * D E L T A * V D L ~ * S E C ~  
Z/H M E A L  IUAG A B S V A L  PHASE 
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